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Streaming Magic: the Gathering events on Twitch.tv



In this guide, I'm going to show you the basic equipment
you need to get your store up and running on Twitch.tv
and streaming your events online.

Setting up a stream can be a little tricky when you’re just
getting started so I’m going to break it all down to
simplify the process. In this tech guide I’m going to talk
about why you should be streaming, how it works and
then go over the basic equipment you’ll need to get
started.

This guide will show you how to set up a stream in your
store that will allow you to broadcast all kinds of
content. I’m writing it with the focus that your setup will
be used to stream Magic tournaments but you don’t have
to stop there. Your stream can easily be customized to
showcase whatever content you want.

Other CCG’s? Absolutely. Sessions of an exciting, new
board game you got in this week? No problem. A soap
box to speak from? Sure.

Once all the pieces are in place your creativity is the limit
to what kinds of content you can create and stream.

INTRODUCTION



HARDWARE
STEP 1



Laptop/Computer
This is the core of the operation. It takes care of all the
technical details for you. When it comes to streaming a game
like Magic you actually have an advantage over other
traditional streamers.

Since our aim is to stream a physical game, we can get away
with much less when it comes to computing power. Any
computer purchased in the last 3 years or so should be more
than adequate for what you need. Specifically, you want at
least 8 GB of RAM but you can always use more.

Something more important than the technical specs of your
machine will be your internet connection.

A good connection is vital to having a smooth stream and
creating a good experience for your viewers. An upload rate of
5 MB is the baseline here. If you’re upload isn’t high enough,
you may have issues streaming so getting on a higher plan will
be a priority for you.

A second monitor can be a real asset for the tech setup, it
allows you to manage the broadcast and also monitor the
twitch chat and interact with your audience on the other
screen. It’s not strictly necessary but if the computer you’re
planning on using can support a second screen you should
definitely take advantage of it.



Cameras
You have a few options when it comes to the cameras you can
use and you won’t have to break the bank to buy them either.

For the feature match table it's vital to get a camera that can
shoot in 1080p. If you plan on streaming Magic tournaments
it’s important that viewers can make out the cards being
played during the match and anything less than 1080p makes
that pretty difficult. Video and audio quality are crucial to
giving your viewers a good experience and a HD camera is a
big part of that.

A great option for a feature match camera is the Logitech HD
Pro Webcam c920. It offers excellent quality video and the
price is extremely reasonable for what you get.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B006JH8T3S/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B006JH8T3S&linkCode=as2&tag=manave-20&linkId=SUQYNIKYUMSFABRT


The key to streaming good events is having good
commentators. Solid commentating can make even the
slowest game interesting and really ups the value of your
stream. The second camera for the commentators could be
another c920 but a cheaper option like the Logitech 720p
Webcam C510 would also do the trick nicely.

Both Logitech cameras plug in via USB cables which means
you are almost certainly going to need USB extender cables.
With the setup we are going to talk about in a later section,
the feature match table and the area where the
commentators are will be by necessity away from each other.
The 5″ cables the cameras come with are virtually guaranteed
to be too short for what we are going to need so be sure to
pick a couple of USB extenders. Depending on the distance
between the two areas, something like a 32-Feet USB 2.0
Extension Cable could get the job done.

http://amzn.to/1NkGnZZ


Tripods/Mounts
When it comes to camera positioning a tripod is decent but a
wall mount is better. A tripod like the Polaroid 42″ Travel
Tripod is a good choice if you can’t mount a camera above the
feature match table. Ideally the camera is aimed almost
vertically down onto the play space to reduce the glare as
much as possible so the taller the tripod and more extreme an
angle you can get the better.

If your setup allows it, mounting the camera to a wall above
the table is a great way to record the action. The Arkon Wall
Mounting Pedestal allows you to have your camera at a high
angle above the action.
This helps to reduce glare,
which can be very tricky
to eliminate if your
lighting doesn’t feel like
cooperating, and you
won’t have to worry
about the table shaking
from the players resting
their arms on it during a match.

An added benefit is
you can leave the
camera mounted
between stream sessions
and not have to worry
about the equipment
being stolen or damaged. If your floor plan allows you to
utilize a wall mount I highly recommend it.



Microphone
To keep things easy, you should start with a Blue Yeti.
It's an inexpensive but effective option for having quality
audio for your stream. You can always upgrade later.

The Blue Yeti plugs directly into the computer you’re
using via USB which makes it simple compared to other
options that require a separate mixer.

The real upside to the Blue Yeti is it’s a stand alone
microphone and ready to go out of the box. No need for a
mic stand or boom arm or any other equipment to make
it work. This makes the Blue Yeti a great option to start
out with. Keep your barriers to entry low at the beginning
and you will have a better chance of actually getting
started.

http://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/B00N1YPXW2/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=15121&creative=390961&creativeASIN=B00N1YPXW2&linkCode=as2&tag=wwwmanaverses-20


SOFTWARE
STEP 2



Open Broadcast
Software (OBS)

OBS is a completely free, open source program that handles
the actual streaming you're going to be doing. You can
download your copy of OBS from https://obsproject.com/,
just choose the operating system you plan on using

You'll see two options, download OBS Classic or OBS Studio.
Classic is more stable but Studio offers more features, both
work extremely well. Once you have OBS up and running with
the correct settings, it can be a matter of one click to get your
stream online.

Check out this video to learn how to get your OBS settings just
right. 

http://obsproject.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9R9KmEcEKY


Notepad++
Notepad++ is an extremely versatile program but at its
heart it's a text editor which is what we'll be using it for.
Notepad++ will be used in conjunction with OBS to edit
text on screen without leaving the program.

Head over to https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ and
download it. Don't worry, it's free too.

Adobe Photoshop
The last program you'll need to get your stream set up is
Adobe Photoshop, and alas, it's the only program on the
list that costs money. The good news is Photoshop no
longer costs hundreds of dollars to acquire, you can sign
up for a reasonably affordable monthly cloud
subscription.

Photoshop is the program that will allows you to create
excellent looking overlays for your stream. Overlays give
your broadcast a more professional, polished look. They
are the nifty graphics and text that tell the viewers more
information about what is going on on screen.

Check out the Adobe website and pick a plan that works
for you. Alternatively, you can go to fiverr.com and hire a
designer to create your graphics for you for about $5.

http://www.adobe.com/ca/products/photoshop.html


THE SET UP
STEP 3



The basic setup is laid out in the exceptional, hand
drawn infographic above.

Basically, at the center of the whole thing you have a
laptop or computer that is running the broadcast
software OBS. The feature match table is set up
before the tournament begins and at enough distance
from the commentators' table that the players won't
hear what's being said about the match.



GROWING YOUR
AUDIENCE

BONUS #1



Now that you have the technology know how to get started
streaming on Twitch.tv, it's time to begin building an
audience. Streaming can be an effective marketing tactic for
your LGS but first you need to get the viewers to your channel.
From there you can bring them to your store or your website.

Creating a community around your stream involves three
components:

Getting more exposure for your stream
Keeping new viewers
Keeping your viewers coming back again and again

Getting Exposure

No one will watch your stream if they don't know it exists. You
have to get the word out.

When your schedule your events make sure you highlight the
fact that your going to have a feature match table and will be
broadcasting the tournament. Post the link to the channel on
your social media, mention it to the people who visit your
store that you know might be interested.

If you are a member of any Facebook groups where local
Magic players gather and discuss, post about your stream and
ask for feedback.

Get your players and customers excited for the fact that your
streaming an upcoming event well before the the day of. Build
up the hype by offering giveaways to viewers.



Similar to running events in general, consistency is very
important for building an audience for your stream. Set a
schedule and stick to it, you don't have to stream every
tournament you organize but being reliable is part of the
commitment. 

Keeping new arrivals

Once you have established your stream schedule and have the
routine down, you will begin to attract viewers. Some of them
will stay and some will watch for a little while and disappear.
The trick to holding on to viewers is keeping your stream
interesting and entertaining.

First, that means you have the fundamentals locked down.
Your stream quality is smooth and matches the capability of
the machine your streaming with. The audio sounds good and
isn't breaking up. The cameras are pointing in the right
directions, that kind of thing. The basics need to be in place.

Next, your commentators should almost always be talking.
They should be discussing the match at hand, talking about
the cards from the newest set, telling stories, virtually
anything as long it's relevant and interesting. Think about
professional broadcasts, dead air is a major faux pas. 

When choosing your commentators, make sure they are
dynamic and can carry a conversation, even if there is only one
person.

Interacting with the viewers is also important. Greet new
viewers as they join the channel and keep them engaged.



Turning viewers into customers

Having a consistent, high quality stream is an excellent way to
connect with your customers. Viewers on their own won't help
build your business though, you need to turn those viewers
into customers, either online or in real life. 

That involves branding your stream and not being afraid to
promote.

Branding

There are two parts to branding your stream, one is physical
and the other digital.

When a viewer joins your channel for the first time, they
should know exactly who they are watching. That means your
businesses name should be front and center.

The feature match table should have your logo and name on
it. If you have sleeves with your logo on it, offer to give the
players under the camera sleeves for free. Your
commentators should be representing your store with shirts
with your logo on them. 

Digitally, your stream should have an overlay that has your
logo on it on screen pretty much at all times. An overlay is a
graphic that you add to your broad cast that stays in front of
the action on camera and gives the viewer more information
about what's going on.



With OBS, you can create a number of different scenes and
each can have a graphical overlay that promotes different
products your business offers.

Promotion

Your stream is the perfect platform to promote the products
you sell. You already know the viewers are interested in what
you have to offer, they wouldn't be there otherwise. 

Part of your strategy should include promoting your store on a
regular basis. A good example of this is the Star City Games
Open Series. The SCG Twitch stream is an effective way for
Star City Games to direct its viewers to their oniine store.

The action on screen along with engaging commentary will
naturally increase the interest of the viewer. You just have to
channel that into your business.



 If you sell Magic cards online, refer the viewer to your online
store, include the link in your channel description. you could
even offer a promo code that only the viewers can access.

There are natural breaks in the action during a Magic
tournament, these are perfect opportunities for the
commentators to mention what your store offers customers.
Good commentators should be ambassadors for your shop,
they should encourage the viewers to visit your store, like
your Facebook page, follow your store on Twitter. Take
advantage of the fact that your viewers are interested and
engaged and you will find success using streaming.

Next Steps
The only way to get started is to actually begin. Get the tech
and get online, when it comes to local game stores the
internet is largely an untapped resource. Streaming is one of
the most uncrowded marketing channels at the moment and
it's a huge opportunity for LGS owners to grow their business.

For more info on building your
local game store business and
growing a community, check out
the Manaverse Podcast. That's
where I interview game store
owners to reveal the tactics and
strategies they used to build
successful local game stores.

http://manaversesaga.com/podcasts

